**Principal Corner**

**Mia Thebeau**

This is the Principal Corner for the year! I asked Mr. Bateman if he was excited for the last day of school, he said, “Yes, but I am going to miss having all of the students at school.” I asked him why he was excited for Summer and he said, “Summer is one of my favorite seasons. Also, because of the camping.”

Mr. Bateman said that he was going to spend time time with Youth groups and do some activities with them. Then there are birthdays to celebrate and family reunions to attend to.

During the summer, Mr. Bateman says to pick up a good book. If you need a new book to read for the summer, the school’s library will be open most Tuesdays from 9-11 a.m.

Other advice from Mr. Bateman includes: If you are going outside, be sure to put on some sunscreen! When you are bored, be sure to find some cool science projects, but be sure to tell your parents before you start it. Be sure to be active and be kind to others and have a good time!

**Integrity**

**Milise Afeaki**

So integrity sounds like one of the words that usually old people use yet a lot of people still say it. I was kind of annoyed when I was assigned this topic but my dad once told me “Suck it up” cause not everything will be just the way you want them. Integrity has many different words that also describe it. Mr. Corry sometimes says words related to this topic like “Be humble” just kidding he usually never says anything like that! But he does say, “Milise read rule 7 please.”

Moving on……. Integrity can help you in life because it means you stand up for something.

**Western Legends!**

**Kymberli L.**

Western Legends is that fun time of year where everyone gathers around our streets in Kanab and we get to see interesting things that the mountain men have brought! Western Legends started about 18 years ago as a vision from 3 local men. Their purpose was to keep the western dream alive! They wanted to keep the pioneer heritage intact and and for people to know about the spirit of our ancestors!

Every year they have a different theme. Last year’s theme was “The Death Valley Days.” That is an old western movie filmed here in Kanab featuring Ronald Reagan!

Western Legends has grown into one of Utah’s biggest and best festival over the past eighteen years! It is definitely part of what makes Kanab so special.

The people who come will tell you anything you’d like to know! Not only do you get to learn, but you get to have fun and get souvenirs. People sell food, toys, jewelry, and much much more!

If you want to know more about The Western Legends round up, then go to Western Legends round up Kanab Utah information. It is in the Kanab Guide!

**Begin with the end in mind**

**Hadley Barnson**

The theme on announcements this month is, “Begin with the end in mind.” from Steven R. Covey. To me this means that when we make a decision we think about how it will effect the end.

An example of beginning with the end in mind is when you are confronting someone about something. You need to think how what you say to them will affect you in the end. Will it set you up with a bad image? Will it make you seem like a jerk? Beginning with the end in mind is similar to think about what you say before you actually say it.

I googled the phrase, “begin with the end in mind,” the results I got were very similar to my definition. It says, “Begin with the End In Mind means to begin each day, task, or project with a clear vision of your desired direction and destination, and then continue by flexing your proactive muscles to make things happen.”

I found this quote by Wayne W. Wyer, “Begin with the end in mind. Start with the end outcome and work backwards to make your dream possible.”

**Dream up big, hairy, audacious goals that you are passionate about and pursue them relentlessly. You have to begin with the end goal in mind, knowing that a goal is a dream with a deadline.**

**Clay Clark**

Read more at: https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/topics/c/clayclark793301.html
I asked Mrs. Demille what influenced her to work with kids, she replied with, "I’ve always loved school and I had some great teachers who made teaching seem like a lot of fun. Probably because of that, I spent a lot of time pretending to teach all my many dolls and stuffed animals when I was a little girl. It was a good choice for me because I love working at Kanab Elementary School, and I learn something new from my students every day."

**Student of the Month - April**

**Tawroots Spute**

**Alivia Bundy**

Alivia was born on November 24, 2004 and likes to do basketball, dance, gymnastics, volleyball and sometimes cooking. Livi Likes the color turquoise and likes Chinese food.. Her favorite book is If I Were You, and she likes to watch Pitch Perfect and Mrs. Doubtfire. Her favorite animals are cat, she has three! She also has two dogs and 1 hedgehog and two fish (They died!). She has one brother and one sister and she likes to play basketball or volleyball.

Her favorite teacher is Ms. Thurgood who teaches 6th grade and she is in Mr. Corry’s homeroom. Her favorite song is “I have a lot” and her favorite superhero is Batman. Her favorite quote is “You can’t have a positive life if you think negative”-unknown.

**Red Rock Dancers**

**Allie Jo Houston and Miranda Ott**

Red Rock is a great studio with seven great teachers: Mrs. Lindsay Wulfenstein, Mikkel Glazier, Emily Koelliker, Clarissa Allred, Tauna King, Kresta Blomquist, and Mrs Jenna Corry. Mrs. Jenna is the director of the whole studio. She is our teacher and she is awesome. She has really good dances to teach and she is really good at dance herself. The teams all work together to do the dances.

We were in her dance competition team. We usually go to St. George for our competitions. They are really fun. This year in competition in Excel we got Judge’s Choice in our Mario dance. In Excel besides the Mario dance we also did a circus dance that was really fun! The dances were really great dances and they were fun to learn.

There are 4 different competition teams and there are other teams that don’t go to competition. There is even a theater group.

At the end of every dance year all the teams get together and perform their dances at recital. We have a beginning dance with Extreme and Elite and other teams. We do the recital after all the teams are done with competition. It is kind of a ending for that dance year. At recital the all the 8th graders thank the teachers, because it is their last year in Red Rock and they will be moving on to Lariettes.

At the end of every year we also have a party for all the teams. They are really fun parties with lots of food most of the time. This year we went swimming and ate pizza it was really, really fun. It is sad at the end of the dance year too though, because some of the teams get moved on and you get a different teacher. It is still a really fun experience. We are really glad that we do Red Rock it is a fun experience for us.

No matter where you dance, you will have a great time with great teachers! The important thing is to use and develop your talents!

**Everybody has talent, it's just a matter of moving around until you've discovered what it is.**

**George Lucas**

Read more at: [https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/g/georgeluca340611.html?src=t_talent](https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/g/georgeluca340611.html?src=t_talent)

---

Mrs. Demille's favorite movie and book is *Pride and Prejudice* by Jane Austen. She likes all genres of music. Mrs. Demille enjoys listening to Celine Dion, Taylor Swift, Adele, Jack Johnson, Kenny Chesney, and Josh Groban.

She attended KES as a child. Mrs. Demille has one dog, one cat, and one turtle.

Ten years from now Mrs. Demille sees herself living in the same house, and retired. She also sees herself visiting her children and grandchildren in Utah, California, and Colorado often. If she could go anywhere she would go to Disneyland with her children and grandchildren.

Mrs. Demille’s favorite subject when she was in elementary school was reading. She has worked at this school for 13 years.

Some things that are interesting about Mrs. Demille are, she has always wanted to learn to speak French, and loves to watch horse racing on TV, especially the Kentucky Derby, the Preakness Stakes, and the Belmont Stakes.
Liví’s Likes… and Dislikes
Madison Orton.

First is dislikes, this may take awhile…!
1. Spaghetti!
2. Tomatoes!
3. Pizza! (Unless it’s chicken bacon ranch!)
4. Chilli!
5. Bees!
6. Spiders!
7. Caterpillar!
8. Harry Potter!
9. Fantasy Books!
10. Animation movies!
11. Mangos!
12. Chef salad!
13. The color yellow!
14. Singing!
15. And last… the DENTIST!

Now the things she does like… this should not be long!
1. Cats/Pets!
2. Shopping!
3. Hanging out with friends!
4. Going to Mall!
5. She ❤ blueberry muffins!
6. Strawberries!
7. Watermelon!
8. Panda Express!
9. Making slime!
10. Doing hair!
11. Sports!
12. Waxing eyebrows! (hehehe!)
13. Ramen noodles!
14. Loves to hate on Madi’s extremely fashionable choker!
And last, she loves to be Savage with her pack! 🕶️

Awesome Aircraft
Sam Hiatt

In my opinion aircraft are one of my favorite things in life. Here are some of the coolest aircraft in the world. These aircraft will range from bush planes to corporate jets, and helicopters to airplanes.

This is the Carbon Cub SS. It is Bush plane that can go virtually anywhere but outer space. You can equip it with skis, pontoons, and wheels.

The next one is a Dassault Falcon 7x. This a private jet which will have you streaking across the sky at over 500 mph. You could fly from LA to New York City on a tank of fuel.

Next is the world’s largest airplane. It is called the Boeing 747 Dreamlifter. It is a converted Boeing 747 passenger plane to a Boeing 747 Dreamlifter cargo plane.

The world’s largest helicopter in the world is the MIL Moscow MI 26. It is a helicopter, but takes off like an airplane.

The Ten Most Dangerous Everyday Things
Meghan Fryer

#10: Mothballs
#9: Pesticides
#8: Pressed Wood products
#7: Carpet
#6: Laser printer
#5: Lead Paint
#4: Air fresheners
#3: BPA (Baby bottles)
#2: Flame retardants
#1: Lotion

The Man In The Glass
Peter Dale Wimbrow Sr.

When you get what you want in your struggle for self And the world makes you king for a day Just go to the mirror and look at yourself And see what that man has to say. For it isn’t your father, or mother, or wife Whose judgment upon you must pass The fellow whose verdict counts most in your life Is the one staring back from the glass. He’s the fellow to please – never mind all the rest For he’s with you, clear to the end And you’ve passed your most difficult, dangerous test If the man in the glass is your friend. You may fool the whole world down the pathway of years And get pats on the back as you pass But your final reward will be heartache and tears If you’ve cheated the man in the glass.

http://www.inspirationpeak.com/cgi-bin/poetry.cgi?record=155
Kanab, Utah
Kymberli M. Leach
As I have talked about Kanab is a special place where people can come and go as they please. Kanab is beautiful with it’s pretty red rocks, it amazing red sand, and it has so many canyons where you can go to enjoy peace and quiet. Kanab is an amazing little town and we all enjoy living here. Kanab is great. In 1858 it began as a rude dugout built by a missionnaire named Jacob hamblin. Kanab is an indian word for “Place of Willows.” Monom Settlers built a fort for defense against the indians and it was a base camp for travelers and explorers. There were three different attempts to settle in the Kanab area. The final attempt succeeded and that is how Kanab came to be. Another group of settlers from the abandoned Muddy River Mission in Nevada and families from the Cottonwood area of Salt Lake City, who were lead by Levi Stewart, moved here in 1870. In August of 1885, the citizens elected their first town president and town council. Like I have talked about in many newspapers, Kanab contains a nickname. Utah’s Little Hollywood! When I talked about Ronald Reagan. I did not mean that he is the one and only person who made a movie here. Ever wondered what those little stands around our town were for. They are the names of actors who have come here to film their movies. Kanab has so much history it is hard to stuff it all in your head. That is the best part though. Think about. Now we know what has happened here in Kanab and how it came to be. From canyons and hotels to The Great Academy and it’s Bell, from actors to movies! We know how our little town came to be. If you want to know more about Kanab, Utah then just give the

Mr. Corry’s Final Thoughts
Hey 6th Graders! We’ve had an awesome year. We have learned a lot, we’ve played a lot, we’ve had a few life lessons, and we may have even had a few tears over the year.
I love each of you! That sounds pretty cheesy, but as I have come to get to know each of you over the school year, I have been really impressed with the great people you are becoming. I will miss you!
I wanted to give you a little bit of advice for the coming years and the summer that I hope you’ll take seriously. I’m not that old…yet, but I have learned a few things that will help you be successful. Are you ready?
1. Include other people in your groups, especially those who might need an extra friend. If you are a person who gets left out a lot, be on the lookout for someone else who is lonely. They could be your new friend. Don’t judge them too quickly, you may be missing out on a great opportunity in your life.
2. Work hard and finish your work!
Most of the things you will be asked to do in life are simply a matter of finishing a task that you’ve been assigned. Your success at school and your success in your job in real life will depend on whether you can be dependable.
3. Look out for each other. Stand up for each other and be loyal, not just to your friends, but for all your classmates. There will be a time you look back and you will hope you were good to those around you.
4. If you see someone struggling in school, offer to help. We all need help at different times, if you offer help when it is needed for others, you will most likely receive it when you need it. If you don’t think you need help, just wait! Life will teach you otherwise!
5. Don’t forget about your teachers, principal, and parents. You have no idea how many people love you all and are rooting for you to be happy and successful. Sometimes us adults get “naggy” or annoying…that’s our job. We want to get through to you, but we don’t always know the best way. Give us a chance and try to understand the advice we are trying to give. We know how awesome you are, and we want you to stay that way. We want you successful, with happy families, and good jobs. We’re trying to help, but you’ve got to put the effort forth for your life! Remember also, that if you fail a few times, just get back up and “win the race”. You only lose if you quit.
Lastly, it’s your life! Only yours. That means it’s up to you to get on the right track and use your time on Earth for good. It’s up to you to ask for help. It’s up to you to think ten years in the future and ask where you want to be. It comes quickly. Will you be ready? Remember how much we want to be there for you, because you are worth it and KNOW that you will need to be that person for someone else someday. You will be an adult with people to look after. It’s going to happen! Be happy for the opportunity and prepare wisely and have OPTIMISM about your futures! They will be great!
See you later!

The value of life lies not in the length of days, but in the use we make of them... Whether you find satisfaction in life depends not on your tale of years, but on your will.
Michel de Montaigne
Read more at: https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/m/micheldemo164201.html?src=t_value_of_life